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***Company Profile Of The Week*** 

This week's profile: Smart Toys & Games, Inc. 

 

In today’s hi-tech lingo, a smart toy is one with electronics, cords or chargers. But if you removed the electronic 

components and relied solely on brain power, you’d have the wonderful world of Smart Toys & Games. To these puzzle 

makers, it’s all fun and brains, pure and simple. 

From Penguins On Ice to Quadrillion, the company’s line of solitaire logic puzzles are perfect for beginners and lifelong 

logic enthusiasts! Give kids a box of magnetic construction pieces and watch them ponder then build. Together, these 

toys offer children the pleasures of old-fashioned fun powered by thought and creativity! 

The global toymakers feature three distinct branches – SmartMax, SmartGames and new GeoSmart. Smart Toys and 

Games, Inc. is the U.S. subsidiary of Belgian manufacturer Smart NV, creators of the SmartMax® magnetic construction 

system and SmartGames line of single-player puzzles. This partnership enables online and in-store shoppers the best of 

European toy shelves without the need for a check through Customs!  

Named 2010 Toy of the Year when it was first introduced in the Netherlands, SmartMax is the magnetic discovery 

concept that allows children, even from a very early age, to experience the wonders of magnetism and the world of 

construction in a safe way. The extra-large pieces make it easy for small hands to build with confidence. The brightly 

colored, illustrated guides in each set demonstrate the basics of magnetic properties plus how-to steps in building a 

tower or bridge. 

Launched six years ago, SmartGames can be found in over 80 countries. Smart, the Belgian company behind 

SmartGames, wanted to create a direct relationship with U.S. retailers and based their American offices in San Francisco, 

CA. Today SmartGames boasts a series of IQ building fun games to stretch the powers of logical reasoning, spatial 

perception, strategic planning and mental agility. Play SmartGames anywhere, anytime since no opponent is ever 

needed. Although SmartGames are designed to play alone, it’s also great fun to solve a challenge with a sibling, parent 

or grandparent. Extremely durable and compact, these games are perfect for travel. 

Coming this summer is GeoSmart, the future of GeoMagnetic construction. Look for the product line’s sleek designs, 

strong pieces and a double-secure, patented safety system. 

Smart Toys and Games offer American specialty retailers the best products, service and support available in the category 

of fun, single-player games. Retailers agree and boast about the company’s efficient U.S.-based warehousing, shipping, 

marketing, invoicing, and customer service. 

Discover these brainy games online and at Toys R Us, Target, Learning Express and other specialty toy stores nationwide. 

 

 


